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The Saga Continues

Tory MEPs are having another battle over Strasbourg. My colleague, Ashley Fox, our 
Constitutional Affairs Spokesman, tabled a series of amendments designed to reduce 
the number of visits that we make to Strasbourg. It is currently twelve times a year –
twice in September to make up for the August recess – and costs the taxpayer a 
fortune and Members their sanity. All day Monday travelling and most of Thursday 
returning. Truly, it is a nonsense and a substantial majority of MEPs is opposed to the 
monthly traipse. But, enshrined as it is in the Treaties and requiring unanimity in the 
Council of Ministers, it is almost impossible to change. However, if we could get 
Parliament just once, to alter the annual diary commitments it would be a start. 
Unfortunately, the pressure from Governments back home does tend to weaken MEPs 
opposition but we are getting closer each time!

French “Manifestations”!

All the above has been exacerbated by the strikes in France. My outward flight was 
delayed and roads were blocked by numerous trucks. There were no services, 
newspapers, trams, cleaners etc during the week and my return flight via Paris was 
delayed and then cancelled. I had to go all the way to Frankfurt to try to find an 
alternative route. What a Gallic shambles. The only cheering thought was that 
Thursday was Trafalgar Day!
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NW/CBI

I was invited to a meeting between MPs/MEPs and the CBI/NW last Friday at 
Windermere. A fascinating exchange of views and concerns with local businessmen 
and sector leaders. The economy featured large, of course, with County Council 
Leader, Eddie Martin, warning of cuts and restrictions ahead, but tourism, agriculture, 
transport and support for peripheral areas were topics of great interest.

Opinion Poll

In my perambulations around the region, I have been taking some of the voices of 
Conservative supporters of various levels of commitment about the Coalition and its 
progress. The further one gets from the serious activist, the greater is the acceptance –
welcome, even – for its existence and policies. Hardly surprising but heartening in at
least one respect, namely that the bulk of those that would normally vote Conservative 
likes what it sees, whereas the committed and active Tory member is somewhat 
dissatisfied that we did not win a clear majority and are now not able to implement a 
wholly Conservative agenda.

Birmingham

The Conference was as enjoyable as usual – if you like that sort of thing, which I do. 
It was excellent to see Government Ministers doing their stuff, to note the vast 
numbers of lobbyists wanting to talk to us and the cheerful if somewhat fearful mood 
of the Party. But am I alone in regretting the demise of speakers from the floor 
participating in subject debates which produce a proper response from the platform? It 
is important for Ministers to parade their policies and to highlight the issues but 
members should be allowed a say or they get grumpy and that helps no one.

C.M.E.C.

Some thirty years ago a number of Tory MPs met in a committee room in the House 
of Commons to set up the Conservative Middle East Council in order to bring some 
balance to discussions about the vexed Middle East problems. They included Dennis 
Walters, Chris Patten, Douglas Hurd, Cyril Townsend and myself. CMEC has always 
been Westminster-based but recently the new Director, Leo Docherty, and I decided 
to extend its activities to the European Parliament and, accordingly, Leo came to 
Brussels to inaugurate a branch. It will only be 10 Conservative MEPs to start but the 
resources of CMEC – its research base and substantial contacts – will be very 
beneficial in the continuing debate about the Middle East.



Gaza – Again

On the same subject, I am off to Palestine again in November and this time the EP 
Delegation will get to Gaza. You may remember that we were prevented from doing 
so last year but we are determined to see for ourselves what really is going on in that 
tiny benighted country. More upon my return.

United Nations

We had a visit last week from the UN Secretary-General, Ban-Ki Moon. He is a 
distinguished, cultivated and able public servant and he spoke both to the Foreign 
Affairs Committee and the full Plenary. It was all “motherhood and apple pie” as the 
Americans so succinctly put it, and I am not sure we are really any the wiser about the 
intractable problems confronting the world in general and the Secretary-General in 
particular. But it was good that he wanted to come to the European Parliament 
because he thinks it influential.

Working Time Directive

You may have read that it is becoming increasingly difficult for NHS medical staff, 
particularly doctors, to provide the necessary service because of the restrictions of the 
Working Time Directive. The last Conservative Government obtained a lengthy 
derogation to prevent its implementation in the UK but Blair and Brown eventually 
surrendered to the Brussels bureaucrats and trades union leaders. They instructed 
Labour MEPs to vote for it – which they did unanimously – and only Tory MEPs 
opposed it vigorously. But now we have it and all our worst fears are being realized. 
When will Labour fight the corner for Britain in Europe?

Rats!

We nearly had another similar nonsense on our hands last month when there was a 
Green attempt to ban the most effective rat poison throughout the EU. The effects of 
that would be devastating in town and country alike. Fortunately common sense and 
force of Parliamentary numbers prevailed and that little hazard has been deferred – for 
the time being at least.
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